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Feeding Girls’ Hunger to Learn in Afghanistan
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Nine-year-old Naﬁssa (not her real name)
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Fazlul Haque, UNICEF Chief of Education

I can read!” declared an excited Naﬁssa.
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As of 2008, there were 3,446 communi-
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ty-based schools in Afghanistan, and 1,393

sits a mosque that doubles as a UNICEF-sup-

more are planned for this year. In addition,

ported community-based school. Through

UNICEF is helping to build 72 brand-new

small village schools like this, UNICEF and

schools and 600 classrooms, while also
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working to remove entrenched cultural

barriers to girls’ education and train more
female teachers. U.S. Fund for UNICEF
partners — like The Delta Kappa Gamma
Society International — have generously
contributed to these and other education
programs in Afghanistan.
But the way forward for girls is not easy
— extremists in Afghanistan are doing
their best to terrorize them out of going to
school. In 2008 alone, there were 283 violent attacks on schools, resulting in 92 dead
and 169 injured.
Despite the obstacles and threats, Afghan girls are hungrier than ever for education. “Over 2.2 million girls are now in
school,” said Fazlul Haque, “and we expect
a 20 percent increase in primary school enrollment for girls by 2013, with help from
UNICEF education programs.”

In Afghanistan, girls eagerly head to school, where they study using welcome UNICEF
school supplies. Despite extremist attacks, attendance is on the rise.
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